MISSION OF:
The Center for Diversity and Inclusion

The mission of the Center for Diversity and Inclusion at Michigan Technological University is to foster student success by providing engaging programs that create safe spaces for students of multiple social and cultural identities.

STUDENT INTERACTIONS: Number of Scheduled Student Meetings

85 76 84 46 21

CDI PRESENTATIONS: Number of Presentations by CDI Staff

5

CDI EVENTS: Number of Events Ran by CDI Staff

11

MONIES SUPPORTING STUDENTS: Money for Student Programs and Travel

LEADERSHAPES: $600.00
STUDENT PROGRAMS: $2,448.53
STUDY ABROAD: $300.00
TRAVEL: $6,305.20

5 STUDENT WORKERS, 5 ACADEMIC COACHES, 7 STUDENT ORGS
3 DISCUSSION GROUPS, 2 MENTORING PROGRAMS

SOCIAL MEDIA OUTREACH:
CDI Efforts to Engage The MTU Community

TWITTER: 436 TWEETS & 650 INTERACTIONS
INSTAGRAM: 130 POSTS & 3,652 INTERACTIONS
FACEBOOK: 450 POSTS & 30,000 INTERACTIONS

STUDENT SERVICES & RESOURCES

12K CUPS OF

23K CUPS OF

2K CONDOMS

Other resources available through the CDI: Pregnancy test, information on safer sex, Women’s health resources, computer labs and an assortment of beverages.